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GOSPEL MUSIC GREATs WITH

“We’re bringing Old School back with a Twist”

Exxpose Magazine is an entertainment and lifestyle publication with emphasis focused on the profound exploration of Music, Moguls, Models & Media. We have collectively established this publication as a dominant voice
and a networking outlet for industry advocates to land extraordinary relationships and countless opportunities.
We are pleased to announce that after five continuous years of services, our demographics have reached approximately 262,000 readers and views per year for an average of 28,000 readers and viewers per month.
Over the years, through many productions, endeavors and by contributing tons of public relations advice, Exxpose
Magazine and it‟s affiliates have been the vehicle to success for many legendary as well as thriving entertainers.
Embracing innovations of a new platform to encompass entertainment & lifestyle. This issue of Exxpose Magazine is a tribute to Walmart‟s Next Gospel Superstar, Joanna Hale McGill whom recently featured on the famous
Tom Joyner Morning Show as well as Yolanda Adams‟ morning show. Joanna is embracing philanthropy efforts
with her new JMcGill Music Foundation has much to praise God for in her often referenced title “The Worshiper.”
Exxpose Magazine pays tribute to phenomenal legendary and thriving music artists, actors, models and moguls
— soaring to ensure that the entertainment industry explodes and far exceeds the nation‟s expectations. Exxpose
Magazine subscribers and readers can expect cutting edge and surreal testimonials, real life stories as we highlight
feature moguls and universal events abroad. In this publication you will find inspirational experiences, a wealth of
knowledge, professional industry advice and industry updates.
In closing, we‟d like to thank everyone for the continued support of Exxpose Magazine.
See you in the spot light!
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Exxpose Magazine with THE JONES SISTERS
Kayla, Kiera, Dalia & Dejon Jones
of J4 Entertainment

The Jones Sisters, a quartet of Gospel greats evoking genius tendencies in the spiritual music realm both
regionally and nationally. Once noted as four youthful sisters of God and by relation; now evolving into
legendary excellence. Indulging in riveting commentary from every audience they encounter, these young
ladies project soul fulfilling brilliance in song. Elevating to a world wind of soon to be award winning
compositions, along with stellar stage presence—they are sure to grab the attention of press, media and
industry leaders worldwide. Equipped with a winning team by their side; their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Jones, the vibrant, angelic and breathtaking group encompasses a full band sound on stage every time.
Fortunate with their intelligent father on the keyboard and their gifted mother on the drums...this eludes a
winning combination! This experience is like none you‟ve seen in this lifetime.
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Exxpose Magazine had the pleasure of acquainting with The Jones Sisters several years ago, during an
annual family and friends events hosted by Mount Olive Baptist Church‟s Rev. Ricky Johnson. Blown
away by their confidence, manners, work ethics, tenacity, harmonies and stage presence at such a young
age, the publication couldn‟t have been more honored than to feature them in the first Gospel edition
which launched back in December „2013. Excited about what‟s next to come, The Jones Sisters are introducing upcoming projects along with new developments for the year „2017.
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Small
Small World
World Studio
Studio
If you are thinking about being a sound man, or maybe you are a
member of a four piece band and you wish to invest in a sound system.
Here is a list of things you’ll need.
First, you will need a mixer. The mixer serves as the brain of the sound
system. I’d suggest you buy nothing less than an 8 channel mixer. Make
sure that the mixer has four aux channels. Now, as far as speakers; you
should purchase two powered speakers, no less than 800 watts, along
with four stage monitors, 100 watts each should be fine.
As it relates to microphones, there are many to choose from; however, if
you’re on a budget, four Shure SM58’s will be good enough. I’d also
suggest you purchase wired mics. This will save on buying batteries as
well as help you to avoid vocals dropping out during performances.
You’ll also need cables in order to hook up this system. Six 1/4 inch
cables, six XLR cables, 100 feet per cable should be sufficient. As far as
stands go, it’d be ideal to obtain at least two speaker stands and two mic
stands.
In the next issue, I’ll tell you more about how to hook this system up as
well, I’ll give you some quick training on operating this system. Should
you have any questions, feel free to contact me via email at
SmallWorldStudio@gmail.com
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Sits down with Exxpose Magazine’s CoCo Wade
Exxpose: We’re going to jump right in
and say that you’re like a breath of fresh
air. Your spirit is contagious in a good
way. Upon acquainting with you during
mutual performances at House of Blues
the bonding experience was undeniable.
You are truly a profound talent. It is safe
to say that you are inevitably taking industry by storm. You’ve been singing and
performing for quite some time now. Having watched your growth and all of your
recent accomplishments—is very inspiring. One of your defining moments was
when you were selected Walmart’s Next
Gospel Superstar. Tell us about the competition, the prizes and the opportunities.
What happened upon Walmart’s selecting
you?
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My reaction was like OMG. I immediately went into a shouting phase on stage.
Just prior to my competing, a prophet at
church spoke to me that there would be
one more competition. I mentioned to
her that God hadn’t told me that. She
insisted “baby, one more!”
Exxpose: That was divine, all of it...I
mean, you getting in at the last moment,
your sister pushing you to move on it,
meeting the crunch time deadline, and
actually winning the competition—This
was truly a divine moment for you!

Exxpose: You mentioned that you’d
shouted upon David Mann announcing
you as the winner. Tell us about that;
often times they reference you as “The
Joanna: This was the first year of Worshiper.” What is that like for you?
Walmart’s competition which was hosted
during the 2015 Essence Music Festival. I Joanna: Some years ago my pastor seheard about it airing on radio but wasn't lecting me to sing a song of praise and I
going to participate. By this time, I’d al- didn’t think I could do it alone in front of
ready done, several like it; Sunday’s people. He stated to me in that moment,
Best, The Voice as well as American “Either you’re gonna sink or you’re gonIdol. It wasn't my time for those particular na swim.” Insinuating that I’ve been in
shows. My sister called and instead that I the boat long enough and it was time for
submit myself so I eventually gave in. me to get out...I battled with fear for a
That same day I got all of the details from long time. I realized that the devil had
her—read email. The deadline was literal- me in a place where I was in fear. Unly within hours. Per their guidelines, my derstanding that as long as I was in that
recording of a traditional music video was place; I would never tap into the things
submitted via their website, which was that God had for me. The minute I bedue by 11:59pm. I actually submitted my gan to rid that fear—doors began to
content at 11:48pm. It was amazing, I open up for me. As far as me being rethought it was nut. Finally, I got the call ferred to as “The Worshiper,” when I
informing me that I was selected as one sing and praise, I just allow God to use
of the finalists. So that’s how it came me to deliver his word. I completely
about. Upon arrival after watching some avail myself. So that someone else can
of the other talents perform gave me the be delivered through my singing; my
jitters...for example, the lady proceeding word.
me had her eyes closed the entire time
and that may have cost her a win. I had Exxpose: Speaking of your new found
to make sure that I kept my eyes open for success, there’s so much to unveil
the entire time. I was mindful of that.
about you and all of your accomplishments, but tell us a little bit about who
Some of the judges consisted of Deitrick you’ve had the liberty to work with in the
Haddon, Tamela Mann and Phil past and what some of those projects
Thornton. With David Mann as the host, it have done for you? Joanna: I was given
was intense. In denial when whispers that the opportunity to record a song with
my name was aforementioned during the one of the renowned Gospel greats Mr.
judges tallying process; then finally they Deitrick Haddon. He wrote and proannounced me as the winner.
duced a song for me titled “Open
Doors.”

Joanna: That song is a great one. It
premiered on the Yolanda Adams
morning show last year. It’s still in
rotation at several stations. Another
part of my winnings was to develop
a jingle for the famous “Tom Joyner
Morning Show,” along with Mr.
Butch Stewart, whom produces all of
Tom Joyner’s jingles. Everyone
loved the jingle so much, we actually
turned it into a single. After which
Mr. Butch and I produced other singles from my forthcoming EP.
Those singles are currently available
for download. Mr. Butch is such a
musical genius—he’s producing my
EP as well. We have a bit of a surprise in that we’ve created a gospel,
second line song; “Cast Your Cares
Away” is one of my newest evolving
hits. We want this song to be much
like a cross over composition that
can reach every audience. Realizing
that we have to save souls from
every aspect, “Cast You Cares
Away” is intended to definitely pull
them in.
Exxpose: I got a bit of the chills upon hearing “Cast Your Cares Away.”
It brings to mind thousands of people dancing and pouncing in free
spirit doing just that; casting their
cares away. It is seeming ideal for
film industry sound tracks, commercials and listening pleasure as well.
Exxpose: What can we expect from
you in the near future? Joanna: I’m
current working on my EP set to release in the spring of 2017. In addition, we’ve developed the JMcGill
Music Foundation which will be
launching it’s Gospel Explosion
event around the same time.
Exxpose: What’s your contact info?
Joanna: You can reach me via
Industry Exxposed PR by phone at
1-844-439-9767, visit us online,
www.JoannaHaleMcGill.com,
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
IG @ JoannaHale_McGill,
Facebook@ JoannaHale_McGill or
Twitter @ JoannaHMcGill

